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takes its name from the plant  
Camassia
 
quamash, which  American Indian tribes from  
the Rocky Mountains to the Cascades honor as a staple
 ofsustenance. Care of the camas prairies passes from
 generation to generation.
OUR HISTORY Founded by Environmental Studies
 
graduate students at The University
 
of Montana  in  
1992, Camas encourages a dialogue on environmental
 and cultural 
issues
 in the West; celebrates the people  
who work, study, write, and live here; and provides
 an opportunity for students, emerging writers, and
 established authors to publish their work alongside each
 other.
OUR FRIENDS Camas received
 
support for this  





of Montana President Royce  C.  
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RYAN T. BELL
FROM THE EDITORS
BOUNDARIES surround us. On landscapes, in relation
­
ships, across cultures, they limit and invite. They define
 and obscure. They are constructed 
and
 dismantled.
This issue of Camas presents ideas and images that play  
with, push, stretch, tangle, and re-imagine boundaries. As
 you proceed through the following 
pages,
 we invite you  
to re-consider boundaries. What do the lines on our maps
 and landscapes mean? How solid are the 
walls
 in our  
minds and hearts? Where do 
the
 boundaries erode,  
bringing us closer together?
COVER: COLBY BROWN
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“I’ve lived by that creek for thirty-five
 years and I’ve never seen anything in it but
 water striders,” she said. At the Live Oak Park
 Fair in Berkeley, California, we were listen
­ing to a young woman advocate cleaning up
 Codomices 
Creek,
 the most intact in the wa ­
tershed. A cardboard display included pictures
 of mating fish. A video clip showed steelhead
 spawning near Masonic Avenue, just a few
 blocks from 
my
 parents’ house. I had grown  
up sailing redwood litter down the creek’s frail
 current, watching 
the
 needles get stranded on  
soda cans and chunks of concrete. Fish did
 seem unlikely.
Our yard was long and skinny, a fin
­
ger from house to water. In 
the
 upper half, 
in the sun, my parents tended plum trees, a
 dwarf apple, a fringe of lamb’s ears around
 the 
flower
 bed. Here my sister and I swung on  
the climbing structure 
and
 my other posed  
for a photograph, pregnant in a paisley 
dress, 
straight black hair like Joan Baez, lying on her
 
back on the tidy lawn. Down by the creek, two
 redwood trees ruled another world: dark, cool,
 forbidding, acidic. The sunlight never made it
 past 
the
 thick branches, not even in shreds. Dry  
needles yanked at hair, and thick tangles of
 exotic 
ivy
 tripped the unwary and we avoided  
the cold creek and its dirty water. Viewed from
 a distance, the redwoods dominated, not just
 our yard, but the whole block, shooting up like
 Roman candles, 
top
 branches ragged with new  
growth. The neighborhood wanted to 
be
 one  
thing with its neat craftsman houses. Rooted
 in a previous age, 
the
 redwoods had a different  
sense of the place and th  creek at its heart.
I 
had
 also never seen anything in  
Codomices but water striders, but then I 
had never really looked.
“BE CAREFUL. There’s a rat nest.”
 
A boy, about eight, is ankle deep in the wa
­ter next to a picnic area. They live in a hole
 around the comer, he tells me, gesturing at the
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tunnels between redwood roots. The creek here
 
is a few inches deep, about five feet across,
 pushing past broken bricks 
and
 some genuine  
pebbles. A dead moth swirls into an eddy. An
 Oregon j unco hops from rock to rock.
“What 
are
 you doing?” The girl with 
him asks, taking in my wading shoes, my note
­book.
“Looking for fish. Have 
you
 seen any?”  
“
No.
 Only trash and sticks and rocks  
and insects,” she 
says,
 then concludes, “You  
must love Mother Nature.”




 that I occasion ­
ally have trouble loving
 the rats. She wants to join
 me, but her mother, tight
 lipped, confirms 
the
 rodent  




a noise is constant, it no
 longer registers on the
 ear. It fades into the back
­ground, becoming the same
 as silence. 
As
 an adult, when I moved from 
California and became interested in restora
­tion, volunteering 
at
 a salmon reintroduction  
site outside Seattle and picking up trash along
 the Clark Fork in Missoula, it never occurred
 to me that, for eighteen years, a needy creek
 flowed by me every day.
Berkeley sits in the eastern edge of
 
the San Francisco Bay. Creeks like Codor-
 nices drain from the Berkeley Hills, to the
 west, through the neighborhoods, parks, and
 shopping areas that make up this university
 town. My parents’ house is near the midpoint,
 not near Grizzly Peak, but not near the shore
 either. I now live hundreds of miles away
 but today, in town for a 
visit,
 I’ve followed  
Codomices upstream as it wanders in 
and
 out 
of backyards and disappears into underground
 tunnels. For long stretches, I just have to guess
 where it might surface, looking for redwoods,
 
listening for a ripple, trying to learn to hear it.
At Live Oak Park, where I spent a sum
­
mer as a camp counselor, 
the
 creek flows under  
a large stone bridge, 
the
 underpass blocked by  
a fence. An orange sign, which I assume 
will read “Private Property, Keep Out,” actually
 says “Soon Obsolete, All fences, walls, and
 other impediments, Elsewhere Public Works
 Agency,” 
and
 gives a phone number. I call and  
get a recording that tells 
me
 normal hours of  
op ration are 11:57 p.m. through 4:38 a.m., as
 well as every third Tuesday
 and all lunar eclipses. Prompts
 offer details about the inter
­national shoelace recycling
 program, the sound of a baby
 chinchilla, and Elsewhere City




 bom  
in freshwater, eat insects
 and plants, grow spotted and
 streaked with green, red,
 and 
gold,
 then migrate to the  
cean. There, they turn silver, gaining bulk
 and muscle, flashing the metallic sheen that
 gives them their name. After several years they
 head back to their natal stream, lay and fertil
­ize eggs. So far, nothing looks remotely like a
 welcoming gravel bed, good spawning habitat.
By the Berkeley Art Center, a full color
 
Sojourner Truth painted on a bridge support
 asks: “Ain’t I a Woman? Look 
at
 me. Look at  
my arm. I have plowed and planted and gath ­
ered into bams and no man could head 
me
 and  
ain’t I a woman?” Tags obscure the mural, and
 a silver can of spray paint lies at Sojourner’s
 feet.
As
 I climb staircases and trails carved  
into 
the
 increasingly steep hills, it’s easier  
to predict the water—to 
scan
 for the dip in  
topography, to hear the current echo under
 the manhole 
covers.
 Codomices vanishes for  
blocks, only to reappear at 
the
 Berkeley Rose







registers on the  
ear. It fades into the
 background,
 becoming the same as
 silence.
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Garden where the cosseted flowers have names
 
like “Touch of Class,” “King’s Ransom,” and
 “Joseph’s Coat” 
and
 a sign by the dribble of  
water, slimy with algae and running through
 a cement trough, warns: “Creek water may be
 polluted or contaminated. Do not drink.”
Glendale La Loma Park, a former
 
quarry, perches high 
above
 the houses, on the  
edg  of the University of California campus.
 The map shows 
the
 creek starting here in  
natural springs. Fog edges in 
from
 the ocean,  
smothering 
the
 tops of Marin Hills. The stretch  
of 
the
 San Francisco Bay gleams silver like a  
knife’s flat edge. In 
the
 distance, San Francisco  
looks enchanted, all gleaming spires. The park
 is empty. A bumper sticker on a green Saturn
 says “Restore Hetch Hetchy.”
I 
could
 swear I hear a current, but  
there’s no water. A depression and grate in the
 yellowed grass by the playground. Dry. Anoth
­er grate to the side of the steps, tucked under
­
neath
 a meaty redwood root. Dry. In the mud  
at 
the
 bottom of steps leading to the baseball  
field, a trickle oozes out. A hawk, startled by
 my panting, takes flight.
ANOTHER DAY, still searching, I
 
head downstream toward the bay. A block west
 of the busy artery of San Pablo, near an apart
­
ment
 building with ripped-open trash bags and  
coffee cups 
and
 tarps scattered in the front,  
a tiny interpretive sign stands by a fence. On
 the other side is a playground where 
my
 first  
boyfriend and I 
came
 to kiss.
The sign talks about 
the
 creek resto ­
ration project, the trash clean-up days, the
 planned interpretive 
trail,
 the big plans for the  
future. It’s 
part
 of an overall effort to restore  
urban creeks, daylighting them where possible,
 waking up city dwellers to their water. Just in
­side the park, Codomices runs through a dense
 snarl of alder. A sleeping bag 
and
 tarp indicate  
someone h s been sleeping there and, from the
 smell of it, using it as a toilet. Crows 
dive- bomb a green heron on a branch, until it gives
 
up, plummets to the creek below. As crow
 
shadows flicker over the creek 
bed,
 it hunches 
its gray wings, peers at the water. 
Leaves
 in  
the current look like fish, but I don’t see any,  
just an ancient orange peel. And then I do see
 fish, two, an inch-and-a-half long, shaped like
 lures, like pennies pressed into souvenirs. They
 flutter for a moment, then edge under a rock,
 as the creek itself is swallowed by a concrete
 tunnel.




 freeway, runs along Golden Gate  
Fields racetrack parking lot, where 
my
 father  
taught me to drive, trickles through a culvert
 under Buchanan Street, and empties into the
 Albany Mudflat. The area 
had
 been a dump,  
the site of an explosives manufacturer, a
 slaughterhouse. Someone saw its value, and
 now it’s preserved as a marsh at the edge of the
 bay. The creek winds snake-like, holding its
 shape for a few hundred 
feet
 before disintegrat ­
ing into the mud. A snowy egret soars in and
 
lands,
 black legs and creamy body reflected  
in the ten-foot wide channel, dark green 
with silt. A man with a matted beard 
and
 a trash bag 
over his shoulder thanks me for the smile.
WIND RUFFLES 
the
 cordgrass and 
pickleweed. There is no view of the heaving
 bay, 
the
 silver city, the golden bridge, the set ­
ting sun. You have to know it’s there, just out
 of sight, and trust that the water that burbles up
 by 
the
 glass mansions, and runs by the blessed  
roses, by Sojourner Truth and the rats, by the
 pok of tennis balls 
and
 the aluminum smack  
of softball bats, through yards both fancy and
 not, past the picnickers and 
my
 mother prun ­
ing her plum 
tree,
 flows eventually into the  
ocean. It’s like 
finally
 understanding the body’s  
architecture underneath the skin, 
the
 muscles  
and bones and ligaments strapping everything
 together. Child to teenager to wandering adult.
 Hawk to heron to snowy egret to little, 
flicker­ing fish. •
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Ill
Jess Berry
“Kids can’t learn,” we laugh in rooms with maps but no windows.
How can they learn if they can’t see what it’s all for,
 
open skies they can roam, demarcating borders.
When I was in college, I studied in a basement
 
in a room made smaller with fluorescent light.
 By then I’d decided to focus on now for later.
My bookmark was a folded picture of a classroom with windows
 
looking out to open skies, an end to wandering, the start of journeying.
We give students clear backpacks and pat their shoulders,
 
but we do not tell them that in the future their packs can be heavy with
 any soil, that they can journey around their own suns.
Twenty miles from the Navajo reservation
 
(or the Rez—that’s so Rez, Rez-ball),
 on an elliptical machine, reading the April Shape issue of Vogue, 2011,
 I see on page 174 that Navajo-inspired sandals,
 among other western-inspired clothing,
 will “Take the Reins for Spring.”
They’re “in.”
A
 Navajo man next to me is walking, in Adidas slide sandals  
almost tom to pieces, on an old treadmill I avoid.
He had walked a long 6.6 miles. He scolds the level of oxygen
 
in the air with each breath.
And I, having played two pickup games,
 
Rez-ball, in the gym beforehand, decide not to ask his opinion.
 Instead, I read a story on page 178 entitled “Bringing Clean Water
 and Sanitation to Communities in Developing Countries.”
“Kids can’t learn,” we laugh in rooms with maps but no windows.
 
The fitness center is a hot place with weak fans.
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DOUG DAVIS
I Am King Arthur's Son
John Paul Calavitta
stifled by family trees
buried on the tops of buried trees
 
my father was a spruce
you people of the future
help is coming
this green limb will be our rescue
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The Line of fire
William Carleton
NARROW ROADS WOUND through
 
and above canyons that cut deep into green
 mountains. Clouds passed. Storms built and
 poured rain 
and
 moved on. The sun beat down.  
Helicopters swirled. Dust clouds trailed the
 Border Patrol, the drug runners, the deer hunt
­
ers,
 and now me, the chile hunter.
I was perched beneath a mesquite tree
 in the soft October sun in southern Arizona. I
 had found what I was looking for. The sweet
 juice of the wild chiltepin chile made my 
eyes sweat.
I drove here from Albuquerque to find
 
these little things. It wasn’t easy. I am not sure
 what I was expecting to 
feel
 when I found the  
peppers. I spent the year growing and selling
 vegetables for Albuquerque restaurants and
 growers’ markets, and I wanted to get away
 from domesticated crops to experience a more
 wild bounty before winter set in. I was hoping
 to recapture some of the mountain summer I
 had missed by spending so much of my time
 farming in the valley.
I also sought the thrill of finding a relic
 
of a more ancient vanishing past. I hoped to
 witness something wild before it succumbed
 to overgrazing, over harvesting, or GMO
 pollution. What I witnessed, however, was
 something more defiant. I found little shrubby
 bushes with hot red berries on an arid, scrab-
 
bly mountainside, watching the war along the
 
border unfold around them.
These little peppers were unlike ones
 
in New Mexico. My thoughts couldn’t help 
but wander eastward two hundred miles along 
the borderline to New Mexico’s “chile capital of
 the world.” The contrasts between 
this
 chilte ­
pin pepper and a standard industrial chile, such
 as the “6-4,” are staggering. The chiltepin, a
 tiny, fiery, seedy, pea-shaped pellet, hits your
 tongue like a snake bite. Its intensity is im
­mediate but soon dissipates. A faint after-fire of
 smoky sweetness lingers. Your chest lightens
 as it pumps the heat throughout your body. The
 6-4, on the other 
hand,
 is long, meaty, watery,  
and mild.
As I sat beneath a mesquite tree staring
 
at distant Mexican peaks, I thought about how
 these two very different peppers share more
 than common ancestry. Clearly the U.S.-Mex-
 ico border runs through them both, but how
 exactly and why that matters remained unclear.
 My questions, bom from three days of hunting
 these chiles, grew into weeks of research on
 the history of the two peppers. The shape of
 the chile, it turns out, reflects the shape of the
 border.
THE FIRST PLACE I LOOKED for
 
the wild chile, three days earlier, was a
11
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canyon just northwest of Nogales. A former
 
park ranger recommended this canyon because
 of its perennial water and reputation as a home
 to rare plants not usually found this side of the
 border.
As I followed the winding canyon and
 
the rock walls grew steeper, I examined each
 shrub and plant for red berries. There were all
 sorts of plants I had never seen before. The
 trail was littered with the familiar trash of a
 migrant trail—Gatorade bottles, abandoned
 backpacks, and wrappers.
After two hours of fruitlessly hiking
 
south, I decided to change my strategy and
 look along the slopes above the stream. It
 seemed counterintuitive to move away from
 water, but I decided it couldn’t hurt. I took
 what I believed was a random route up out of
 the canyon. Halfway up, I suddenly stopped. I
 had nearly stepped on a large black tarp with
 several lumps underneath. I took a deep breath
 and turned around. I had just found a load of
 drugs.
I descended back into the canyon, a
 
bit shaken but nonetheless eager to continue.
 I came to a narrow section with deep 
water.
 I  
would either have to swim or attempt a risky
 maneuver to climb around it. For several
 minutes I wandered off-trail, scouting another
 possible route. I came across a cave. Hoping to
 salvage a caving experience out of an other
­wise unsuccessful chile hunt, I approached the
 cave. Once again, I stopped in my tracks.
Was that a face peering back at me
 
from inside the cave? I couldn’t be sure. I
 shifted direction abruptly and headed north
­ward towards my truck. The hunt for the wild
 chile, finished for the day, had suddenly be
­come more complicated.
IN ALBUQUERQUE, weeks later,
 
I began to put together a history of the chile
 industry and the U.S.-Mexico border. The his
­tory I uncovered has taken place in and around
 Las Cruces, New Mexico, where over the past
 
century researchers have bred many chile vari
­
eties catered to industrial needs. One such need
 was to make the chile milder and thus more
 appealing to a wider, non-Hispanic market. An
­other was to breed a chile that could be easily
 grown, harvested, and processed mechanically.
 In both cases, the borderline shifted. In the
 first case, the border expanded to bring chile
 to parts of the U.S. where chile had previously
 been nearly nonexistent. In the second case,
 researchers aimed to breed labor out of the
 chile, thus de-emphasizing the wage differ
­ences and labor gaps that have plagued produc
­ers on the north side for decades. In this light,
 I began to view the most recent change in the
 chile—the genetically engineered (GE) chile
 with Roundup Ready genes—as the latest in
 a longstanding effort to redraw the borderline
 with capital-intensive technology and genetic
 improvements.
The story begins roughly a century ago,
 
when Chihuahuan-bom New Mexico State
 University (NMSU) researcher and so-called
 “Father of the Chile” Fabian Garcia developed
 the No. 9 chile. At the time, local growers
 preferred several types of native chiles, includ
­ing the pasilla (dark brown), Colorado (red),
 and negro (black). Garcia chose to develop the
 red variety, explaining that the new variety was
 “
larger,
 smoother, fleshier, more tapering and  
included a shoulder-less pod for canning pur
­poses.” Perhaps most importantly, this chile
 contained less heat than local chiles, a charac
­teristic Garcia believed would help increase its
 popularity among the Anglo population. Yet
 because the No. 9 was not consistent enough,
 many farmers continued to grow several differ
­ent varieties throughout the 1940s.
That began to change in 1950, when
 
NMSU breeder Roy Harper developed 
the New Mexico No. 6. This pepper, derived from
 a local landrace variety, was milder, higher
 yielding, shorter, and more uniform in color. It
 matured more quickly and concurrently than
 the No. 9 and was thus more labor-efficient
10 • Camas • Winter 2011 12
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 No. 6-4 in 1957 and has  
remained an industry staple variety ever since.
 The magic chile that required no unskilled la
­bor remained elusive, and all the while, work
­ers came from the south to pick.
The development of 
the
 mild 6-4 indus ­
trial chile coincided with the Bracero Program,
 which brought in nearly 5 million Mexican-
 born guest farm workers from 1942 to 1964.
 After the Bracero Program ended abruptly in
 1964, many producers continued to grow by
 hiring illegal workers. The link between the
 Bracero Program’s end 
and the beginning of heavy illegal
 migration is clear. In 1963,
 the Border Patrol apprehended
 41,600 Mexicans illegally in
 the United States. By 1970,
 apprehensions increased to
 348,200 annually and, by 1986,
 1.7 million annually.
All the while, chile
 
pickers endured the notoriously harsh work
­
ing
 conditions shared by farm workers across  
the country that Cesar Chavez and 
the
 United  
Farm Workers brought o the world’s attention.
 Their wages were low 
(the
 going hourly rate  
for a chile picker in 1974 was between $ 1 and
 $1.25 compared to the $2.00/hour minimum
 wage at the time), their housing was often
 packed 
and
 substandard, and their benefits non ­
existent. 
A
 1974 article from the Las Cruces  
Sun-News derisively described the area’s mi
­grant population as hardworking 
and
 obliging  
while at the same time prone to prostitution,
 
STDs,
 shoplifting, and stressing local medical  
care. Despite decades of efforts by workers and
 activists (and even a few strikes), the condi
­tions of farm workers in New Mexico saw few
 improvements.
It was thus on the back of cheap and
 
available Mexican labor, and with the 
aid
 of  
the mild 6-4 chile that appealed to growing
 U.S. tastes for Mexican food, that the New
Mexican chile industry boomed from the mid-
 
1970s through the early 1990s. Acres devoted
 to chile increased, and the future for New
 Mexican producers seemed bright. All that
 would change in December of 1993, however,
 with the signing of NAFTA 
and
 the reshaping  
of the border that followed.
AFTER MY UNSUCCESSFUL HUNT
 
the
 day before, I decided to go the easy route  
and head for the Wild Chile Botanical Area. I
 had read that 
the
 2500-acre preserve in Ari ­
zona’s Tumacacori Mountains had one of the
 largest stands of chiltepin
 
this
 side of the border. I  
imagined I would get 
out
 of  
my truck and find wild chiles  
growing next to 
the
 park ­
ing area. For that matter, I




 directions  
to the preserve seemed basic
 enough—take the only road west from 
the Tumacacori exit off 1-19—I decided to play
 it safe and stop in at the Santa Cruz Chile &




“Pack heat,” the woman told me after
 
a theatrically long pause when I mentioned
 
my
 plan. She seemed confused that someone  
would ever venture into those mountains. “I
 haven’t 
seen
 peppers out there in years.” The  
woman summoned an older lady, who ap
­peared to be the boss, and asked her if she
 thought the chiltepines would be there.
The older lady shrugged. Her eyes
 
grew distant. She 
said
 she used to take her don ­
key up there with her father in 
the
 1930s. Then,  
in 
the
 forties, someone cut nearly all the pep ­
pers down. “There used to be a lot,” she said
 with a those-were-the-days smile. She knew of
 
the
 preserve but hadn’t heard of anyone finding  
any peppers in recent years. My heart sank as
 she spoke.
“Pack heat, ” the
 
woman told 
me after a theatrically
 long pause.
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Then, perhaps intending to completely
 
crush my now flagging spirit, 
the
 younger  
woman stepp d in to update me on how many
 bodies had been found in the Tumacacori
 Mountains in the past month. She went on to
 explain what to do if I see a black tarp (appar
­ently my immediate U-turn 
the
 previous day 
was appropriate) or a cell phone 
(
“Don’t pick  
it up, they’re starting to detonate bombs 
with them”). After this barrage of terrifying infor
­mation, she offered her most useful advice of
 the day: “When the road splits, head left.”
TUMACACORI, ROUGHLY TRANS
­
LATED from an ancient Tohono O’odom dia
­lect, means “place where the wild chiles grow.”
 Tohono O’odom people have known about
 and harvested wild peppers for a long time and
 even made pilgrimages into present-day Mex
­ico to gather them. This fact comforted me
 when I considered how many miles I had come
 for the chiles.
Today chiltepin are most heavily har
­
vested in Sonora, where there is a substantial
 market for the foraged crop. Lately, traditional
 chiltepineros have complained of slipping
 yields. They blame outsiders who come and
 chop down entire stands of chiltepin for a
 quick, lucrative, and highly destructive har
­vest. The chiltepin can sell for $20 a pound in
 Mexico and often much more in the U.S.
The monetary value of the chiltepin,
 
however, pales compared to its genetic value.
 The chiltepin is the closest extant relative to
 the progenitor of nearly all domesticated pep
­pers, capsicum annum. It has seen and adapted
 to more climatic changes than any other pepper
 and therefore carries more potential genetic
 resistance to diseases or weather changes we
 might face in years ahead.
NAFTA SHOOK UP the structure of
 
the border and sent the chile industry reeling
 and the workers scrambling. U.S. producers
 could not compete with Mexico, where labor
­
ers
 made roughly five times less. Mexican  
imports surged. The producers increased their
 pressure on researchers to develop technologi
­cal solutions and effectively offset the Mexi
­can labor advantage with 
the
 New Mexican  
advantages of technology and capital. Within
 a decade, this effort bore some fruit. Industry
 leaders unveiled new thinning technologies
 in 2003 and de-stemmers in 2008. Within
 the last five years, mechanization across the
 state has 
s red.
 Yet mechanization has had  
an extreme effect on workers (fewer jobs and
 slashed wages) without stopping the industry
 downturn. The industry still seeks a Holy Grail
 technological fix, but producers and processors
 have been simultaneously pursuing other solu
­tions. 
One
 such solution is to work with, not 
against, Mexico.




 vast majority of New Mexican green ja ­
lapeno and red cayenne production went south,
 processors began to contract with Mexican
 farms. Small New Mexican chile producers
 without a Mexican link struggled. It appeared,
 as 
one
 reporter put it, that the developing trend  
was “likely to thin the ranks of chile farmers,
 leaving a few with one foot in New Mexico,
 the other in Old Mexico.”
More recently, threats of Mexican
 
competition have been further muted by the
 larger threat of other foreign producers, mainly
 China. By 
2005,
 an agricultural engineer at  
NMSU could claim that it’s not “us against
 Mexico,” but rather, “the big worry is China
 and Africa.” Even by 1998, 
the
 majority of  
global chile production took place in Asia and
 under ten percent in North America.
In light of this larger global competi
­
tion,
 the New Mexican chile industry has  
merged to some degree with Chihuahuan
 producers. A recent study involving ten chile
 producers in Chihuahua observed that each
 Chihuahuan chile farmer spoke English, main
­tained a U.S. mailing address and a checking
 account in U.S. banks, deposited checks
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written by U.S. processors denominated in dol
­
lars into their U.S. bank accounts, purchased
 U.S. inputs with U.S. funds, and quoted prices
 in dollars per U.S. unit for virtually all pur
­chased inputs including machinery, fertilizer,
 chemicals and seed. In addition, most Chihua-
 huan producers carry cell phones with U.S.
 telephone numbers.
THUS, NAFTA SPURRED a reshaped
 
border that compelled producers and proces
­sors on both sides to straddle the 
line,
 closing  
the distance between th  two countries by  
allowing product to move more cheaply. Yet
 
the
 opening of this border as in part resulted  
from a closing on another nt—labor. New  
Mexican producers routinely complain that
 
the
 tightening of border security has hurt their  
workforce. NAFTA transformed a border that
 
had




Just as this element of the border
 proves malleable, so does the attitude of 
the New Mexican chile industry toward their
 Chihuahuan counterparts. 
A
 recent salmonella  
outbreak, for example, had Mexican officials
 crying foul against the U.S. for trying to scare
 U.S. consumers into avoiding Mexican chile.
 Furthermore, a campaign has emerged in New
 Mexico to buy only “New Mexico Grown.”
 
This
 marketing strategy, bom partly from the  
growing local food movement, is a direct reac
­tion to the more immediate threat of geneti
­cally engineered (GE) chile.
The GE chile represents a third solu
­
tion for the New Mexico chile industry. Where
 mechanization and partnerships with Mexico
 have not saved the industry from free fall, the
 industry hopes that biotechnology might. By
 offering a competitive advantage to farmers
 who 
can
 afford the expensive seed and pesti ­
cide, the industry hopes to shift power away  
from areas like Mexico, whose main advantage
 is cheap, low-tech labor.
Various groups have emerged to fight
 
the GE chile. Opponents declared it would
 
perpetuate the harmful, unsustainable farm
­
ing
 practices that were in part responsible for  
the low yields plaguing New Mexico produc
­ers and threaten farmers’ livelihoods through
 loss of seed and potential lawsuits. In 2006, a
 group 
led
 by traditional native and Hispanic  
farmers issued a seed sovereignty proclama
­tion that described “genetic modification 
and the potential contamination of our landraces by
 GE technology [as] a continuation of genocide
 upon indigenous people and as malicious 
and sacrilegious acts toward our 
ancestry,
 culture,  
and future generations.”
In more recent years, the Albuquerque
­
based non-profit Cuatro Puertas promoted 
the Farmer Protection Act (FPA) with the goal of
 legally protecting farmers who had inadver
­tently grown seed that had contaminated their
 fields without their knowledge. The legislation
 drove at whether the state should solidify a
 corporation’s right to control a seed stock or
 allow the new commodity to revert back to the
 commons. The biotech industry heavily lob
­bied the legislature and the FPA was killed in
 the state Congress in 2009, 2010, and 2011.
The industry countered this growing
 
hostility among New Mexicans to GE chile:
 they publicized flagging production and insinu
­ated that drastic measures (without referring
 directly to GE chile) were necessary. They
 opened a website called savenmchile.com, 
and one major processor launched a “New Mexican
 Grown” campaign, which encouraged consum
­
ers
 to buy only chile grown in New Mexico  
(despite the fact that this producer sold other
 products, without the New Mexican grown
 label, made with Mexican chile). Thus, the
 industry both worked with Mexico to compete
 globally and antagonized Mexico publicly to
 compete locally.
WHEN THE BUMPY ROAD SPLIT,
 
I turned left and drove through a canyon to an
 old overgrown rock corral. I passed several
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border patrolmen along the way, each of whom
 
stopped his SUV and rolled down his window.
I asked one if it was safe for me to hike around
 
here. “Oh yeah,” he said without hesitation,
 “did you see those helicopters? They were
 chasing six mules. They broke up and now
 we’re looking for them. But yeah, you’re
 fine.”
I traversed the quarter mile surrounding this
 
plant and found five 
more. As I sat with the chiltepin, Robert
 Frost’s “There are Roughly Zones” came to
 mind. Frost watches as a particularly cold
 night takes its toll on a peach tree he has
 planted on his New England land. There 
are zones where a peach can survive, and Frost
 knows he has been pushing it. The poem as
­serts that borders within nature and morality
 are nebulous and rough, yet nonetheless exist.
 What is it, Frost asks, in our hearts and minds
 that compels us to continually push and test
 these lines?
Frost wrote the poem just years before
 
the onset of the Green Revo
­lution, when technological
 breakthroughs would allow
 for a previously unimaginable
 scale of agriculture. Frost
 likely would have taken an
 interest in the questions sur
­rounding the industrial chile.
How many contiguous acres are too many?
 
How many miles is too far for a frozen chile to
 fly? How far from Hatch, New Mexico, does
 a Hatch chile cease to be a Hatch chile? And,
 perhaps most importantly, does splicing patent
­ed Roundup Ready genes into a plant genome
 transgress both natural and moral boundaries?
Frost’s philosophical musing on
 
boundaries seemed apt as my eyes gazed over
 Mexico 
from
 the northernmost wild chile stand  
in the United 
States.
 I was standing along a  
rougher, much older boundary, where the very
 presence of the chiles exposes the rigid nation
­al border as a mere abstraction. •
To learn more about the chile industry in New
 
Mexico,
 see The Hot Empire of Chile (2000)  
by Kent Paterson. For more on the chiltepin,
 see Chasing Chiles: Hot Spots Along the Pep
­per Trail (2011) by Kurt Michael Friese, Kraig
 Kraft and Gary Paul Nabhan. For more on GE
 chile, see www.savenmseeds.org.
I WALKED DOWN into the canyon,
 
and before long I began to hear voices. I
 decided not to be stealthy and approached the
 sounds. I found a camp of hunters who asked
 in Spanish if I needed water as I approached.
 No, I said in English, I’ve got plenty of water.
 I told them about my object
 of pursuit, and the old-timer
 of the bunch raised his eye
­brows. “I had a chiltepin plant
 growing in my yard for a few
 years. Beautiful plants,” he
 said. Then, almost to himself,
 “I cut it down years ago.”
I wished them luck and continued up
 
the canyon. I hiked several hours through
 beautiful canyon country that day, but found
 no chile. My spirits were sinking with the sun.
 I was coming to terms with the possibility that
 my pilgrimage to the wild chile could lack the
 chile.
The next day, however, I decided to
 
give it one more shot. This time I would not
 follow the washes and canyons. I would head
 up into the hills. The dry and scrabbly ter
­rain seemed an unlikely place for chiles, but I
 couldn’t leave without trying.
I had hiked for about an hour when I
 
saw the first specks of red dotting a small bush
 beneath a palo verde. At this point I had had
 enough false alarms to keep my hopes down.
 
As
 I approached, my heart jumped. I removed  
one of the berries and squirted its juice into
 my mouth. A pang of fire 
lit
 my tongue, and a  
lightness overtook my body. I could barely be
­lieve it. Over the course of the next few hours
 
A
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 THE BANK of any 
river in Oregon, you know the ocean is never
 far away. The ubiquitous morning fog, which
 bums off by noon in the summer and lingers all
 day any other time of year, carries with it 
the scent of 
the
 sea—a subtle saltiness at min ­
gles with the aroma of Doug fir, Engelmann  
spruce, hemlock, and sugar pine, ven as far  
away as the foothills of the Cascades. Despite
 their varying distances from the shoreline,
 Oregon’s forests remain a decidedly maritime
 phenomenon: the ocean brings the fog and
 rain, the salmon and snow, the mosses 
and towering, hundred-and-fifly foot tall trees. The
 rain carves 
the
 weathered stones and sprawling  
chasms, forms the trickling fountains and the
 
spouting waterfalls that plummet over sheer
 
granite cliffs. Without the sea, Oregon would
 not appear as it has over the past few centuries:
 a well-watered land.
But
 the relationship between forest and 
sea is more complex than it might first seem.
 The mosses and lichens, which can be found
 clinging in great furry tufts to the boughs of the
 remaining ancient trees, exert a peculiar force
 on the ocean fog, drawing it up—as though by
 magnetic force—from the surface of the sea
 and into the rolling foothills of the mountains.
 These epiphytes then absorb the moisture 
from the atmospheric sea swell, channeling dense
 nutrients through their fibers into the tissues
 of trees. Without the presence of moss 
and
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lichen, many nutrients would remain inacces
­
sible to the trees; some species receive up
­wards of three-fourths of their nutrient intake
 through this process. A symbiosis is at work
 here whereby the trees support the mosses and
 lichens, which in turn feed the trees.
The forests have requited the gener
­
osity of the sea with their own gifts over the
 centuries, feeding it with nutrients in the form





 fifteen feet in diam
­eter—gathered in 
the creeks and rivers of
 the mountains until
 visited by a snow
­melt or downpour
 violent enough to
 dislodge them. 
As the rivers and creeks
 gained volume, they
 increased in force,
 picking up even
 more river-borne
 debris on their charge toward the sea. These gi
­ants tangled into massive logjams at the estuar
­ies of Oregon’s rivers—such as the Coos 
and Tillamook, Umpqua and Coquille—and fallen
 trees the size of beached whales drifted along
 the coasts for miles. Sometimes, through 
the patient work of moss, lichens, fungi, and algae,
 the floating logs were gradually bound together
 to form makeshift islands, some as large as
 one square mile. These drifting islands of old
 growth were host to plant and bird life, func
­tioning as a kind of “forest edge” hundreds of
 yards off the shore—a burgeoning forest eco
­system floating anchorless off the coast with
 nesting seabirds, fledgling mangroves, 
and salt-resistant plants sprouting from its floor.
Traversing 
all
 of the various ecologi ­
cal niches between the mountains and the sea
 were those quintessential migrants, the salmon.
 Countless numbers of Coho and Chinook
 
spent their youths in the freshwater streams of
 
the Cascades before making the treacherous
 journey downriver—past otter and osprey, over
 waterfall and beaver dam—to eventually reach
 the sea. After an oceanic sojourn lasting three
 to five years, the salmon returned to the mouths
 of their native rivers, carrying with them—in
 the flesh of their matured bodies—nutrients
 gathered along the sprawling coast of the
 Pacific, from as far
 away as the Japanese
 archipelago. After
 spawning at their na
­tive nesting grounds,
 salmon surrendered
 their bodies to 
the forest and to 
the freshwater ecosys
­tem that nourished
 them from infancy;
 sea nutrients became
 forest nutrients to
 be eaten by black
 bear, grizzly, bobcat,
 cougar, coyote, 
and wolf. The nutrient-rich waste of these predators
 became fertilizer for 
the
 soil and the root sys ­
tems of trees—and thus the sea fed the forest,
 which, in turn, fed the sea.
A
 visitor to modern-day Oregon  
will not find the famed islands of fallen gi
­ants floating out at sea. In the interest of safe
 travel across the ocean, the 1
9th
 century saw  
the islands dynamited and forcibly sunk. The
 mammoth trees that once lined the banks and
 glutted 
the
 beds of Oregon’s upland rivers were  
also removed to facilitate commercial naviga
­tion. As Alice Outwater notes in her book
 Water: A Natural History, the U.S. Army
 Corps of Engineers recorded removing as
 many as 470 trees per river mile over a period
 of twenty-seven years—one tree for every
 eleven feet of river. The ancient trees that had
 not yet succumbed to their own natural life-cy
­cle were cut to a fraction of their former extent.
Salmon surrendered their
 
bodies to the forest and to the
 freshwater
 
ecosystem that  
nourished them from infancy;
 sea nutrients became forest
 nutrients to be eaten by black
 bear, grizzly, bobcat, cougar,
 coyote, and wolf.
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Nor will that same visitor encounter
 the once seemingly endless salmon runs. In the
 1
9th
 century, various tribes of Oregon—ex ­
cluding those living on the Columbia River—
 were able to harvest 
an
 estimated ten million  
pounds of salmon annually. After the tribes
 were forcibly moved to the Siletz Reserva
­tion in the late 1850s, settlers and speculators
 moved in to claim a part of the runs. Salmon
 and steelhead were captured with hooks and
 harpoons, in gill nets and fishwheels, then
 canned and sold to distant markets. When
 the bounty of the runs dropped precipitously,
 the canneries closed down, leaving behind a
 riverine ecology in ruins. More than a cen
­tury of devastating logging practices silted
 up the gravel beds where salmon spawn, so
 that the few salmon who did make it past the
 engineered gauntlet of driftnets and dams had
 nowhere to lay their eggs. In an average 
year, less than ten percent of those aboriginal runs
 return to spawn in Oregon’s rivers.
It may not have been possible for early
 
settlers in the mid-nineteenth century to recog
­nize the delicate symbiosis that wed the forest
 to the sea. They were, after all, the unwitting
 inheritors of the Cartesian intellectual para
­
digm, which regarded all aspects of the natural
 
world as static, non-living, and discrete. The
 forest was forest, sea was sea, and no reason
 existed to suspect that a deeper relationship
 bound them together. The very lines on a map
 of Oregon Territory suggested discrete entities
 set apart by boundaries of human definition.
 On the west, the sea. To the east, the land.
 Between them, a narrow, almost invisible line
 denoting separation.
More than a century later we still strug
­
gle to see—and, more crucially, to honor—
 these relationships. Perhaps maps could use a
 little smudging along the precise lines demar
­cating land from sea, mountain from prairie,
 and nation from nation. The truth is far less
 precise, far less “discrete” than the Cartesians
 may have previously led us to imagine. Despite
 the particularity of the language, “forest” and
 “sea” are not two discrete entities, one feed
­ing the other, and the other, in turn, feeding the
 one. They are, rather, one larger organic system
 in which the two subsystems function as or
­gans within a vast 
body,
 feeding and regulating  
one another in an endless cycle of generation,
 growth, death, and decay. Much as lines on
 maps may help us navigate the chaotic world
 of politics, as yet they obscure our understand
­ing of the living world. •
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We don’t know much about Macho B, the jaguar. He
 
was found a few times skimming the sky islands of
 Arizona. He was, for a short while, one of the oldest
 jaguars recorded in the wild. Call him a desert
 swimmer. A cat out of modem habitat. Or a long
 wake of footprints in the night. The sky islands are
 the Madrean Archipelago—isolated mountains and
 their oceans are short-grass prairies, sub-tropical
 thorn-scrub, and desert. Ranches make the mainland.
 Biologists found Macho B in a trap—an allegedly
 accidental detainment. They collared him anyhow,
 and the signal surrendered soon after, the jaguar
 found dead. Liver failure. Or high malice. We should
 know by now: return is rarely whole.
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braves the torrent of the Tucannon
 
extends ten feet above
 the water’s surface
 on the inundated gravel bar
 Strong it seems,
 immoveable, inevitable,
 at only three-inches diameter
 Vertical resistance
 to horizontal force
 diverging the flood
 Still bare in the early spring
 the rooted trunk bears
 courage to the limbs
 boldness along the branches
 out to the tips where
 faint and clear
they pulse from the power below
 
vibrate violently
 like the beat
of a quickened heart.
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Going to Randsburg
Erica Olsen
AT THE POST OFFICE, at the drug
 
store, at Smith’s, sometime in April people
 started asking each other, Are you going to
 Randsburg? To Sarah, who was still new in
 town, 
the
 question became one of those ex ­
pressions that comes to stand for a generic
 greeting. The way, in another language, asking
 Have you eaten? means How are you?
Randsburg was the privately owned hot
 
springs, in the forest outside of town. Tradi
­tionally it opened around Memorial Day week
­end, depending on road conditions. (Neither
 that stretch of the state road nor the forest road
 was plowed.)
Sarah had asked someone what was so
 
special about Randsburg. Weren’t there other
 
hot
 springs in Idaho? “There’s lithium in the  
water,” she was told. Aside from this one fact,
 Randsburg remained legendary and unde
­scribed—a name in the forest. Thinking that
 the local hot springs would be a photographed
 attraction, Sarah had looked for it in the drug
­store’s postcard racks without success.
“I’m thinking about it,” she answered,
 
when people asked her if she was going. That
 was always the answer one 
gave.
 It implied  
that Randsburg was only the nearest option and
 that 
life
 offered many other choices.
THEIR HOUSE WAS in the woods,
 
near the river. Standing 
at
 the kitchen window,  
w shing dishes slowly, sometimes Sarah would
 see a fox.
By the first day of spring, one hun
­
dred thirty-five inches of snow had fallen. All
 through April 
and
 into the first week of May,  
it snowed. The 
old
 snow slumped under the  
eaves, taking on human shape in the shadows
 of early evening as Sarah walked the dogs.
 She had 
the
 road to herself. She still wasn’t  
used to so much emptiness. No city. No men
 in doorways, under cardboard. Most of the
 




 They had sensible owners who  
had other homes in California or Arizona or
 even Boise. Sarah corrected herself: especially
 
Boise.
 Someone from Boise would know what  
the winters were like up here. She imagined all
 that snow piled up 
at
 once: twelve feet of it.
The river ran in a wide swath at 
the bottom of the road. Big trees stood at intervals
 along its banks, a giant’s palisade. The dead
 trees were called snags—Sarah recited the
 nature lesson, from the bird book or the tree
 book—and snags were habitat for birds. She
 looked up, and there was the messy brown
 bowl of 
an
 osprey’s nest.
The dogs snuffled along the riverbank;
 they slurped the icy water. Everything was
 interesting, everything had its smell. Sarah
 called them. “Aldo! Pumpkin!” They heard
 the lack of conviction in her voice and raised
 their heads quizzically. “Come join us!” they
 woofed. “Come and play!” Even after getting
 married she still thought of them as Kirk’s
 dogs. Sarah slipped, where the late afternoon
 sun had reglazed the rutted snow and mud.
 “Aldo!” she called, meaning it now. “Pump
­kin!” The river was different these days, wid
­ening and rising.
At home it was cleanup time. No mud
 
was allowed in the house in the woods. The
 dogs had their own towels, new and plush.




Then, finally, it was her turn. She
 poured a glass of wine. Good girl. A biscuit for
 Sarah. But what had she done to deserve a re
­ward? This was the simplified life, the one that
 other women envied her for. She could bake,
 she could do something with 
all
 of that yam.  
The women in the knitting magazines led gor
­geous lives, with skeins of yam on the porch.
 Nothing gathered dust. You saw their husbands
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Cassie Holmgren
at a distance, chopping wood, wearing inter
­
esting sweaters. (They were always husbands,
 never boyfriends.) The orchard was in bloom.
 Apple blossoms drifted.
Yesterday’s yoga tape was still in the
 
VCR. She got comfortable on the couch, was
 drowsing over a magazine, when Kirk called.
“Hi,” she said, startled to 
find
 it was  
dark. She must have fallen asleep.
“How was your day?”
“Great,” she said. “I saw an osprey
nest. Down by the river. It was huge.”
Kirk was in California, working. That
 
was the whole idea: to have the perfect house,
 someplace in the country, but with an airport in
 town, so Kirk could get in and out.
“Are you OK with this?” he was ask
­
ing.
She stared out into the dark room. What
 
had he just told her? Something about the
 project, another meeting. He would 
be
 gone  
a few more days. That was the thing with cell
 
phones: they clipped the ends off words, and
 
you were constantly thinking that you might
 have missed something important. She hadn’t,
 though.
“I’m OK with it,” she said. “I’ve got
 
lots to do here.”
The dogs pranced underfoot, missing
 
Kirk.
WHEN THEY FIRST ANNOUNCED
 
their plans to move to Idaho, both her family
 and Kirk’s had reacted as if they had said “Ant
­arctica.” Someone gave them, as an unironic
 gift, a copy of Where There Is No Doctor. They
 had fun, at first, defying their families and
 declaring their sense of adventure. Then Kirk
 followed through on his plans for consulting
 work. He was gone for a week or two—some
­times longer. He went places where the sun
 was warm and there were expensive hotels
 with swimming pools and bars. Sarah could
 hear the pool-splash and clink of glassware
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behind his hasty cell phone check-ins.
And then most mornings she would
 
wake up to the thick felt of new snow. Kirk
 would be back in California, 
and
 Sarah had to  
clear the porch steps, in snow boots and yes
­terday’s jeans. It was becoming a problem, one
 she would bring up if Kirk ever came back for
 long enough to have a serious talk.
Sarah
 had another problem too, but not  
one she was going to discuss with Kirk.




 big log house at the top of the road.  
He was in graduate school for wildlife biol
­ogy, 
and
 on some kind of leave—a favor to  
his cousins, who would otherwise have had to
 pay 
one
 of the housekeeping services in town.  
Sarah’s heart took a small giddy leap whenever
 his truck drove past. In public Kirk was in the
 habit of locking his arm around her shoulders
 or massaging her back until she made him
 stop, which she always did when Jackson was
 around.
Winter, spring, the return of the cous
­
ins. Sarah had spent 
too
 much time thinking  
about this, the waters that would sweep 
this man away from her.




 the s rubs were dripping. It was only  
ten o’clock in the morning and it was above  
freezing.
Sarah
 looked at her watch again, as if  
she 
had
 an appointment to keep.
“Stay,” she said to the dogs, who were
 at the door, then 
the
 window, misting the glass  
with their eager breath.
She saw him just as she made the
 
sloppy turn into the Smith’s parking lot, lurch
­ing through slush. He was outside the store, as
 if he’d been waiting for her, looking reliable
 in jeans, work boots, 
an
 orange coat with the  
oily-looking surface that old down jackets get.
 He took a step forward, triggering the door
­opening mechanism.
“Hey,” he said.
“Hey,” she said, gliding through.
The grocery store was a dream of
 
spring, crowded up front with a display of
 patio tables, folding chairs, bottles of OFF! 
and citronella candles. With an effort of will Sarah
 ignored these products. She held off spring,
 summer, 
the
 world in which she and Jackson  
would never have sex.
“Want to get some coffee?” Jackson
 
said.
She followed him to 
the
 store’s espres ­
so comer, three tiny tables with an urban sleek
­ness, next to the milk and cheese. Midway
 through their conversation (subjects: dogs, 
the persistence of snow) she allowed the forbidden
 thought to float to the surface. It came in frag
­ments: I. You. Want. The thought was fragile.
 A sentence wouldn’t hold it.
“Kirk’s 
still
 gone,” she offered.
“The winters here will get to you,”
 Jackson said. He was still talking about the
 snow!
He leaned back. “I was thinking about
 
going to Randsburg today.”
“But they’re closed,” she said. “Aren’t
 
they?”
This was the big news, the great disap
­
pointment. Something had happened, a death
 or 
an
 ownership crisis of some kind. There  
was no definite explanation, but everyone had
 heard that Randsburg wasn’t opening this year.
“Well,” 
he
 said. “The store might be  
closed. No one’s working there.” He looked an
 invitation at her.
She could sit there drinking her little
 
coffee, or she could do something she actually
 wanted. She said to herself: I dare you.
“What’s so great about Randsburg,
 
anyway?” she asked, flirting.
“There’s lithium in the water.” Jackson
 
grinned.
“I do know that,” she said. “I have been
 
living here for the last six months.”




 into place. It’s my turn now.  
It wasn’t a new start she was fantasizing, but a
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 back out. The world was full  
of opportunities. As Kirk well knew.
RANDSBURG WAS TWENTY miles
 
out
 of town, on a highway that ran straight  
through monotonous second-growth forest.
 
Sarah
 felt small and untethered, daringly with ­
out a seatbelt, in 
the
 cab of Jackson’s truck.  
Trapped by winter, she’d hardly 
left
 town since  
Christmas. It was two hours to Boise, in good
 weather, the one thing you couldn’t count on.
There was a gate across the road, a loop
 
of wire around a post. She jumped down to
 open it. The truck rolled through. The road was
 a white bed of snow where the trees weren’t.
 The woods were dark. Survival plans presented
 themselves. Sarah took inventory: she had
 boots, a good coat. No matches, though. Jack-
 son wasn’t in this dream. Sarah was lost in the
 woods, a little girl, following a trail of 




The elk were in a meadow on the other
 
side
 of a thin line of trees, nosing grass out 
from under the snow. They lifted their heads, 
acknowledged the vehicle.
“Funny,” Sarah said. “They don’t know
 
they’re in Idaho.”
Jackson nodded a reply. Probably just
 
being polite. Sarah had been spending so much
 time alone, she could not be trusted to distin
­guish between things that were worth saying
 and things best kept to herself.
Never mind. She knew what she meant.
 
It had come over her often since moving up
 here—this awareness of where she was, and
 that it was new and strange. These moments
 skinned off the hide of routine that always
 threatened to grow over her life, even here.
 I am in a grocery store in 
Idaho,
 she would  
think. I 
am
 putting gas in my car in Idaho.
Randsburg came into view. 
A
 low  
wooden fence, a gate—this 
one
 with a lock—  
and steam risi g from the other side. Sarah fol
­





So this was Randsburg, this was what
 all 
the
 fuss was about. A cluster of brown  
wooden shacks at 
the
 bottom of a little val ­
ley. A dozen or so falling-down cabins 
stood on 
the
 slopes opposite, in a forest of stumps.  
Downslope stood a row of weathered priv
­ies. She could see all the way to the other side
 of the river, another meadow, another herd of
 elk. The pool was huge, and lined with logs,
 a drowned cabin. She could feel the warm air
 hanging over 
the
 water.
Jackson pushed open 
the
 door of a  
weathered building—nothing was locked on
 the other side of the fence. There was candy
 behind glass, on dusty shelves. Even 
the
 dirt  
looked old. 
Sarah
 couldn’t see the roof beams,  
and only dimly, 
the
 sides of the room. Next to  
an antique cash register, a stack of 
last
 year’s  
brochures, water-stained, advertised Cabins for
 Rent. The building smelled of stale air and wet
 wood.
Jackson took her hand. His fingers
 
curled past hers to write a message of desire in
 her palm. This was sweeter t an she expected,
 and more alarming.




 said in a voice that was not hers  
but her husband’s, making them out to be some
 sort of pioneers to the folks back home.
“Here we go,” Jackson said, opening a
 
cabinet. “Towels but no bathing suits.”




 other side of the pool where a sign on an  
outbuilding 
said
 Ladies Changing Room. She  
closed the door, and then it was pitch dark. She
 pushed it back, scraping along 
the
 dirt floor,  
and undressed in the gray, cloudy light. Her  
skin goosepimpled in the cold. “I am going to
 seduce a man in Idaho,” she said out loud.
Jackson was already in 
the
 water when  
she came out, wrapped in her towel. She shiv
­ered in the wind.
“You 
left
 your underwear on,” he said.
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“Are you disappointed?” This was not
 
her voice either. This was someone from a
 movie, some actress.
“No,” he said. “No.”
“Close your eyes.” She got out of the
 
bits of fabric and went down the pool steps,
 which were also logs, green with algae 
and slick under her 
feet.
 At the bottom her feet  
touched sand. “Hot,” she said. “OK, you can
 look.”
The pool was all one depth and deeper
 
than she expected—the water came up to her
 collarbones. Through the steam, everything
 was gray and wavering. The cabins and trees
 looked blurry, like a newspaper photograph up
 close. This was the cooler end—at the top was
 another tiny pool, the source of the springs.
Jackson went under, suddenly. Sarah
 
stepped back, keeping her head up, afraid he
 would grab her underwater. But he came up in
 the same place, his hands full of the dark sand
 that was at the bottom of the pool. He sluiced
 water over his hands and examined them.
“What are you doing?” she asked.
He tipped his hands to show her. There
 
were bits of something tiny, dark red and spar
­kling in the sand. Garnets. She touched one of
 the tiny crystals off his palm.
“I want to find some,” she said and
 
dropped under water. She came up dripping,
 the sand running out of her hands.
They wavered, almost touching.
Then Sarah said something idiotic and
 
embarrassing and intended to fend him off.
 There had been an attraction. But already,
 she felt, it was almost over. At that moment
 it would have been OK with her to just keep
 soaking in the hot, lithium-rich water until she
 stopped wanting inappropriate things.
THE CABINS WERE up the slope,
 
in front of the trees. They looked like they
 were from the nineteenth century, like min
­ers’ cabins with sagging roofs and wide cracks
 between the boards. They remembered what
 
sickness was, and lust for metal, and killing
 
Indians.
The room was long and narrow. There
 
was a bed with a quilt on it. A wood stove. The
 wind was rattling the door in the frame and
 sifting in around the small window.
He touched 
first,
 catching her with his  
fingers between her legs. They kissed with
 cold, open mouths. The store had yielded
 condoms, from behind the counter, and extra
 blankets. She felt chilled and slow.
“I think I need some time,” she said.
THE WHOLE ENCOUNTER was
 
strange, nothing like what Sarah had expected.
 They were lying in bed, with the sheet pulled
 up, and the blankets smelling of mothballs
 piled on top.
“I’ve never felt cotton like this,” Sarah
 
was saying. The sheets were something from
 another era, much laundered and bleached to a
 luminous snow-white. The cotton was soft, and
 thicker than modem cotton. It felt like a tent
 had fallen down around them.
She turned her head and caught him
 
looking at her. “What?” she demanded, prickly,
 like a teenager.
Jackson seemed to be floating over her,
 
and she saw the contours of his face in close
­up, magnified into something she didn’t recog
­nize. He pushed inside her in a husbandly way,
 as if he had known her for a long time, as if
 this all made perfect sense to him.
On their way back to town, the air,
 
which had been so damp and gray and still all
 day, began to stir.
“It’s snowing?” Sarah stared in dis
­
belief at the flakes that swirled and scattered
 thickly obscuring the way ahead.
“It’s just flurries,” Jackson said.
He pressed his foot on the gas, as if
 
spring were a little farther down the road and
 he could take her there.
She wondered frantically how to get rid
 
of him. •
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Down the hospital halls
 
my grandfather walks
 backwards sixty years
 looking for his bride.
 I shrink into memory.
Revisiting puberty my freckles grow,
 
the summer blossoms backwards
 and I mumble the alphabet
 over crackers and television.
My mother slims
 
and scrambles back to the farm.
Her brothers return to the fields.
The future yawns wide:
 
their house and yard tidy,
 the old bam straight again.
My grandfather finds his bride
 
inside the vegetable garden,
 her back strong again, palms cradling
 my unborn mother,
 their bare feet on damp grass.
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I BOUGHT A FIELD GUIDE to
 
Mexican birds for this trip, but the only time
 I’
ve
 taken it out is to move it from my back ­
pack to my handbag and then back again.
 In Mexico, I saw rock pigeons soaring from
 balcony to balcony, house sparrows hopping
 between our feet for broken bits of tortilla
 chip, hummingbirds and eagles wrought in sil
­ver but not in flesh. I’m worried about this trip
 and rely on the birds to give me something to
 fix on. It doesn’t seem like a good sign to see
 nothing but invasive species.
I did see a white-tailed kite the day just
 
before we entered Mexico, a sleek hawklike
 
bird, a species I’d never seen before. But it
 
was clinging to a wire on the U.S. side of the
 border, its hunting sallies never crossing the
 invisible line in the river.
The line is marked by a plaque on the
 
footbridge we crossed to enter Nuevo Pro-
 gresso. Ellie took a picture of us by the plaque.
 I’m in Mexico, Chuk’s in the United States,
 our arms are around each 
other,
 and we’re  
both r lling our eyes. No one checks who we
 are as we cross the border in this direction,
 but we make damn sure we have our passports
 because stem men will want to see them when
 we are going the other way—that makes the
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line a semipermeable membrane, if I remember
 
my high school biology 
right. After the photo we’ll spend the 
day here with Den and Ellie and their friends.
 We’ll eat tacos and drink Tecate on a balcony
 overlooking the jostling 
street.
 We’ll shop for  
turquoise jewelry 
and
 vanilla extract and den ­
tistry and the colorful, distinctive regional yard
 art. The winter Texans, no matter how much
 they verbally despise Mexico and 
the
 Mexican  
people, decorate their places down here with
 brightly-colored ceramic iguanas, hanging 
tin parrots, and number plates painted with 
flowers or shells. And the people of Nuevo Pr gr s o
 in turn have a festival, hang a sign: “Welcome
 Winter Texans.”
Chuk’s parents, Den and Ellie, are
 
winter Texans—natives of some northerly
 place (in their case a small town just outside
 Buffalo, New York) who come 
south
 each  
winter to the warmth and sunshine along the
 Rio Grande, then migrate back north each
 spring before the season of punishing heat and
 drought. The community they live in is called
 Riverbend, and it is a series of parking pads for
 RVs and trailers interwoven with a golf course
 and a small country club and the curves of 
the fenced-in, fenced-off Rio Grande. On the other
 side of the golf course there are a few perma
­nent houses, but for the most part this commu
­nity is as transitory as a vernal pool or a flock
 of birds at a feeder.
But there’s something real there, for all
 
that. The day after Chuk and I arrive, there is a
 St. Patrick’s day party, thrown by the residents
 of his parents’ street for the rest of the neigh
­
bors. Den, an outgoing man 
and
 a perennially  
enthusiastic, giving host, cooks late into the
 afternoon.
The bonds extend beyond Riverbend,
 
beyond Texas, as winter Texans take to their
 RVs and make visits to each others’ summer
 habitats. Den and Ellie have been invited to
 Montana and Tennessee, have invited people to
 visit Niagara Falls in turn.
Nor is it just for fun. Our last evening
 
there, we listen to Den and a neighbor discuss
 how to help Tammy with a broken tree threat
­ening her roof. And in the family’s darkest
 hour, when Chuk’s brother died in a motor
­cycle accident 
last
 spring, the neighbors of  
Riverbend rallied around, taking care of Den
 and Ellie’s needs while they frantically tried to
 find a flight back to Buffalo during the height
 of spring break season and ultimately driving
 them slantwise across half the continent.
There is, in short, no reason to deny
 
Riverbend the name of “community,” for all
 that it is temporary, arbitrary, and about as
 natural as a golf course or a fence along a river.
WHILE DEN LABORS over the
 
corned beef and potatoes and cabbage and
 carrots, Ellie and Chuk and I visit Resaca de
 La Palma. It’s been a long time since I’ve been
 birding with non-birders 
(
“civilians,” as I pri ­
vately and self-mockingly think of them), and
 though I know that Chuk has ample reasons
 to tolerate my peculiarities, I want to impress
 Ellie. 
As
 we pull into the parking lot I school  
myself to not dash too far ahead or linger 
too far behind, to try to keep up some semblance
Den and Ellie are winter Texans—natives of some northerly
 
place who come south each winter to the
 
warmth and sunshine  
along the Rio Grande, then migrate back
 
north each spring  
before the season of
 
punishing  heat  and drought.
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of a conversation, and to remember to share
 
the
 binoculars if something interesting appears.
Resaca de 
La
 Palma State Park lies  
just on 
the
 other side of Military Highw y 281  
from Riverbend. Like Riverbend, it is named
 for the undulating habits of the Rio Grande—a
 resaca is essentially an oxbow lake, created
 from a silt-closed meander. Unlike Riverbend,
 Resaca de 
La
 Palma is a part of the World  
Birding Center network, boasting a checklist of
 more than 270 species.
This vast number is not only due to 
the 
habitat’s native fecundity—which is admittedly
 great, here where the avifaunas of the U.S. and
 Mexico blend—but because each year, birds
 that migrate from South and Central America
 to the U.S. and Canada are tunneled through
 the region. Though North American birders
 often think of these birds as our own and of
 our homes as theirs, they spend so much of
 the year in their winter habitat or in transit that
 the question of where their real homes are is a
 matter of interpretation. Coming home or not,
 though, they stop off each spring to mingle
 with the subtropical specialties in a riot of bird
 life that makes the lower Rio Grande Valley
 the home of two major birding festivals and
 nine of these World Birding Centers.
Happily, the park’s status and its many
 
bird-obsessed visitors mean that it has decent
 funding even in small-government Texas—a
 share in 
the
 300 million dollars a year that  
ecotourism brings to the Rio Grande Valley.
 We first head out to the bird blind near the
 feeders. I’ve seen some blinds that are more
 hopeful suggestion than actual hot spot, lo
­cated where people, not birds, want to be. This
 is the 
real
 deal. The feeders are full of seed,  
garnished with halves of orange and trays of
 peanuts. And they are jumping with birds.
Almost immediately, I spot a golden-
 
fronted woodpecker. Unfortunately, Ellie
 doesn’t care for woodpeckers—used to work
 the night shift, was kept awake by them. The
 prompt, raucous arrival of a trio of green jays
 
pleases her more. How could anyone not love
 
a bird with a grass-green jacket, an electric
 blue head, and the outgoing personality of a
 corvid? They’re undoubtedly the highlight, but
 other typical feeder birds—red-winged black
­birds, black-crested titmice, assorted doves 
and sparrows shuffling through the spillage on 
the ground—are abundant as well, and I tick off
 new species after new species.
We stick close to the visitors’ center
 
until the tram arrives to take us on a loop of
 the entire 1200-acre reserve. I’ve never ridden
 a tram or taken a guided tour at any state park
 before, and at first I feel jumpy and confined,
 sure I’ll miss things. But Ellie chats happily
 with the driver and the other passengers. When
 we find a flock of white 
ibis
 perched in a dead  
tree overlooking a marsh, she recognizes them
 
at
 once—she’s seen them in the water traps and  
the river. She seems happy to finally learn what
 they’re called.
We continue around the 
loop,
 the driver  
pointing out more birds, lizards, native trees
 that the park personnel have worked to restore.
 At the farthest-out point, we get out and walk
 around some more. I turn up a kiskadee, some
 blue-winged teal, and more ibises in a resaca.
 Ellie spots ants. This seems to dim her enthu
­siasm for tramping around quite a lot. The ants
 down here bite, or at least enough of them do.
When the tram comes around again
 
we hop back aboard. On the return trip, 
the driver points out a box of woven wire that
 contains two young feral hogs, about as tall as
 Labrador retrievers but far stouter, covered in
 reddish-brown coarse hair. These invasive pigs,
 the driver explains, descended from domestic
 swine that were allowed to roam at large to
 
find
 their own meals. Now, fat and reproducing  
fast thanks to agricultural waste and hunters’
 bait stations, they root up the native plants,
 spread parasites, eat the eggs and young of na
­tive animals, and generally menace the ecosys
­tem of the park. So they’re trapped and taken
 away.
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“What happens to them then?” one of
 
the
 other tourists on the tram asks.
“
Oh,
 a guy with a truck picks them up,”  
the driver says. Then 
he
 laughs. “I think they  
end up in a barbecue pit.”
Everyone else laughs too—no vegetar
­




 back at the visitors’ cen ­
ter before leaving for 
the
 water fountains and  
restrooms, she praises the park, the employ
­ees, the 
layout.
 She hasn’t gotten heat stroke  
and she seems happy. I think she enjoyed 
the trip, maybe, and isn’t just trying to be polite
 to me as my host. Still, I can’t help but won
­der if she’ll ever
 come back again.
 No one else from
 Riverbend has ever





 isn’t the sort that
 would appeal to a
 nature-lover—at
 least, not intuitive
­ly. At first blush,
 it’s hard to imagine
 anything more wasteful than all that driving in
 a massive RV, hauling the weight of an Ameri
­can lifestyle to and fro. The winter Texans tend
 to adopt their perma-Texan neighbors’ values,
 which don’t include much environmental
 consciousness. On a more abstract level, isn’t
 it disloyal to abandon your home place dur
­
ing
 the tough times, not to see all the seasons  
through? Do you really know a place if 
you don’t take the bad with the good?
Migrating out of the way of harsh
 
weather has a human history that is many
 thousands of years old and an evolutionary
 history millions of years older still. And when
 I think of the homes that the winter Texans
 are not heating and air-conditioning, the ways
 




 and snow blowers, I can’t  
help but wonder if knowing and loving a place
 might not mean knowing when to quit.
I THINK OF THE 
PIGS
 AGAIN at  
Harley’s, an inimitable Texas road house. For
 ten dollars they’ll dish up a massive meal of
 barbecue and com bread and Jell-o salad, and
 I’d rather imagine that the meat was once free-
 range and invasive than the product of some
 gruesome factory farm (there’s not a
lot
 I can  




 get live music here and 
plenty of warmish beer in 
tin buckets. What you can’t get is
 hard liquor—though you’re wel
­come to bring your own and pay
 a dollar for a cup and a mixer of
 Coke or orange juice—or sanitary
 bathrooms, or breathing room. The
 place is an hour from Riverbend
 and half a mile off the main road
 down a rough dirt track through a
 citrus orchard. Unlike Resaca de la
 Palma, people from Riverbend end
 up here 
all
 the time.
How? You don’t find a place
 like this by chance. Among the winter Texans
 
are
 a few retirees who are Texas bom and bred,  
and the winterers follow them like irruptive
 finches follow local birds to a yard stocked
 with feeders. Now Harley’s is a regular River
­bend hangout, 
and
 the house band gets hired to  
play Riverbend events.
It’s a pretty good 
band,
 although here at  
Harley’s they’re restricted to playing the hand
­ful of country covers that the owner knows
 and likes: a little Willie Nelson, a little Johnny
 Cash, and a whole lot of more modem, maud
­
lin
 Nashville stuff that I don’t know and don’t  
care to. Den and Ellie, and Tammy and Olga
 and Kurt and all the other winter Texans who
 accompanied us 
here,
 get up and dance. You
At first
 




than all that  
driving in a
 
massive  RV,  
hauling the weight of an
 American lifestyle to
 andfro.
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can’t tell them from the year-round Texans by
 
their tans, or their shorts and t-shirts, or by the
 beers in their hands, or by the smiles on their
 faces.
Chuk and I wander outside, away 
from 
the music ringing off the corrugated 
tin
 walls,  
away from the extra heat of all those people.
 Water flows behind Harley’s. I guess, from
 the straight lines and heaped ditch banks, that
 it’s an irrigation canal, not a river. No bends
 or resacas here.
 There is, however,
 an alligator mak
­
ing
 the best of  
things down in the
 muddy water, if
 
the
 warning signs  
posted at the edge
 are to be believed.
Waiting
 for a drunk, or a deer, or a feral hog.  
A small string of black-bellied whistling ducks  
flies overhead, and in the distance, over the
 low-slung grapefruit trees, another kite is hunt
­ing. It’s not yet twilight, but the sun is 
defi­nitely starting to think about going down. And




Watching the kite in the not-quite
 
sunset,
 with the music only slightly muffled  
behind me, I remember how suspicious I was
 when I first came down 
here.
 How worried I  
was that we were the invasive hogs. I still am
 suspicious of Texas—of the environmental un
­concern, of the casual and institutional racism,
 of the vicious lunacy of the politics. Also of the
 way that sixty-something good ol’ 
gal
 Tammy  
insists on flirting with Chuk right in front of
 me just to embarrass him. But I’m beginning to




 still should not burden  
the places in which they 
find
 themselves or  
overstay their welcome. They need to learn to
 
be good neighbors, not just to the people across
 
the
 street in Riverbend but to the people across  
the bends of the river. This is equally true of
 the people who 
stay
 put, in Texas or Buffalo  
or Montana or Tennessee. It is equally true of
 cranky liberal writers who chase after birds.
Those with environmental concerns are
 
often accused of being parochial, of focusing
 their concerns on their sentimental attachment
 to their own back
 yards. In fact, that
 is where it so often
 begins—in the back
 yard, in the small
 treasure that we
 can’t bear to lose, in
 a sense of communi
­ty. At 
the
 same time,  
when the same environmentalists care about
 places beyond their own community, they 
are often accused of being outsiders, elitists, 
and meddlers; the locals grow resentful. Could
 people in motion, blending communities, ease
 this tension? If NIMBYism is inevitable, is the
 solution to encourage people to have more than
 one backyard?




 New Yorker and Texan,  
has already broken down. Perhaps it was the
 easiest one, but perhaps other boundaries can
 follow, however slowly. Perhaps people can
 begin to once again adapt to the rhythm of 
the landscape, less pinned down by possessions
 
and
 borders, more able to come and go with  
the seasons like so many other species, and
 thus more able to avoid overtaxing a single
 place or trying to force it to be what it never
 was 
a d
 cannot hope to be. Maybe this can  
increase sympathy, eventually, beyond the line
 in the river. •





How worried I was that
 we were the invasive hogs.
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they hiked two miles up the ravine
 
climbed from a dry creek bed
 almost needing ropes
 bellied up to the ridge
 spent fifteen minutes scanning
 the prairie
with the spotting scope
 
they were all gone
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Aubergine
Jessica Babcock
a deep down darkness
 
terrible sadness
 and the ache.




 before it stops
 in the night
 in winter
with hands curled under your chin
 
knees at your chest
cold leather couch against your cheek.
The slow stepping back of your mind
 




Cold fingers on small buttons—
 fumbling.
Midnight now and your lover is still
 
far off.




 there is 
the
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